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             President to exchange greetings on Eid day

        
            

             SC relaxes black dress code for heat wave

        
            

             France, Egypt, Jordan leaders warn Israel against Rafah assault

        
            

             Israel deploys C-Dome defence system for the first time

        
            

             Security Council reviews Palestinian bid for full UN membership
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                                Atiqul seeks city-dwellers' help to ensure fire safety, face dengue
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                                6.6-magnitude quake hits eastern Indonesia, no tsunami alert: USGS
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                                Top Europe rights court condemns Switzerland in landmark climate ruling
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                                President to exchange greetings on Eid day
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                                Kazakhstan and Russia battle huge floods
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                                Govt compensates 16 more people for acquiring land in Rajshahi
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                                Israel's security 'at core' of Berlin foreign policy, Germany tells UN court
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                                SC relaxes black dress code for heat wave
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                                Hepatitis viruses kill 3,500 people a day: WHO
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                                Thailand says prepared to receive 100,000 people fleeing Myanmar
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                                Top Chinese official to visit North Korea this week: foreign ministry
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                                Jatiya Sangsad's Eid Jamaat at 8:30am
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                                Mild heat wave sweeps over four south-south eastern regions
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                                Mongolia issues warning over heavy dust, snow storms
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                                Turkey imposes trade restrictions on Israel: ministry
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                                Nigeria struggles with exodus of doctors and nurses
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                                China to 'strengthen strategic cooperation' with Russia as Lavrov visits
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                                Venues announced for England Tests in New Zealand
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                                Geneva watch fair ticks to slower rhythm after three boom years
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                                Hamas studies truce proposal six months into Gaza war
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                                Indictment hearing in money laundering case against Tarique's ex-APS May 5
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                                38 Palestinians become victims of Israeli military operations in Gaza Strip in 24 hours
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                                Bangladesh has capacity to be upper-middle-income country by 2031: ICCB
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                                Cheques worth Tk 9.40 lakh distributed among patients in Jamalpur 
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                                BNP has no responsibility towards democracy: Quader
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                                IFC to invest US$30m in Pran Dairy
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                                Bangladesh Film Archive, Getty Images sign MoU to preserve footages on Liberation War, Bangabandhu
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                                Top Russia diplomat arrives in China for official visit: ministry
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                                Brazil can import RMG directly from Bangladesh: PM
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                                Five dengue patients hospitalized
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                                20 killed in Syria clashes: monitor
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                                1,000 Gopalganj farmers get incentive for Aush cultivation
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                                Eid shopping reaches its peak in Ctg in last moment 
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                                Germany faces Gaza genocide case at top UN court
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                                UN officials in Lebanon urge Israel border de-escalation
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                                Saudi says Eid al-Fitr holiday to start Wednesday
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                                Eid jamaat to be held at 8:30am at National Eidgah
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                                57 RMP family children get talent stipend
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                                National Moon Sighting committee's meeting tomorrow
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                                ECB tipped to pause one last time before June rate cut
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                                Tight security measures taken ahead of Eid: RAB
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                                Rain likely in Dhaka, six other divisions
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                                Cities in Russian Urals, west Siberia brace for worst floods in decades
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                                Asian markets mixed as traders weigh rates outlook
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                                Israel deploys C-Dome defence system for the first time
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                                Totality insanity: Eclipse frenzy hits North America
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                                PM gives special directives to prevent teenage gangs' crime: cabinet secy
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                                Journalist ABM Musa's 10th death anniversary tomorrow
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                                400 drivers made aware of adverse impact of smoking
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                                Gaza truce talks make 'significant progress': Egypt state media
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                                Lula, Hasina's identical views set to upscale Bangladesh-Brazil ties: Vieira
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                                African debutants Dreams from Ghana into CAF Cup semis
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                                Four including 3 KNF members held in Bandarban 
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                                Hasan hands over CNG-run auto-rickshaw to family of deceased driver Sabur
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                                More than 90 killed as boat sinks off Mozambique coast
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                                Man City's Mr. Reliable Rodri stands in Real Madrid's way
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                                Ukraine will lose war if US Congress withholds aid: Zelensky
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                                Shares in Chinese developer Shimao dive on liquidation suit
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                                Gaza ceasefire talks make 'significant progress': Egyptian media
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                                3 held with 3 kgs of heroin in Chapainawabganj 
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                                S. Korea says second spy satellite successfully placed in orbit
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                                Russian strikes on Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia region kill three: governor
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                                Jewellery shop worker's team wins Nagad's plot
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                                Govt is distributing Eid gifts among underprivileged people: Saber Chowdhury
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                                Member of ‘Ansar Al Islam’ held in city
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                                'Panama Papers' trial to begin eight years after tax scandal
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                                Bellingham could help Madrid turn tables on champions Man City
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                                Same but different as Bayern's Kane returns to north London
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                                Israel prepares military operations in Gaza's Rafah
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                                First US-Japan-Philippines summit to boost defence ties
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                                EU nears final vote on landmark asylum reform
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                                28 marginalized female farmers get lambs in Rajshahi
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                                Mozambique boat sinking death toll rises to 96: authorities
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                                Cabinet approves National Logistic Policy-2024
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                                DUJ demands immediate payment of Eid overtime bills of journalists  
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                                25 families of Govt staff get financial support in Rajshahi
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                                439 Eid jamaats to be held in Chapainawabganj 
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                                Germany 'pathetic' to supply aid to Gaza and arms to Israel, Nicaragua tells top UN court
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                                Six lakh people purchase essential animal proteins at affordable price
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                                BNP-Jamaat trying to instigate terrorists in hill tracts: Nasim
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